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Ed McClanahan, a writer who turned a small-town Kentucky childhood and his California adventures as a Merry Prankster into an enduring and beloved literary career, died Saturday at home, his family ...
Ed McClanahan, one of Ky's Fab Five authors and its own Merry Prankster, dies at 89.
Theranos arranged an article with The Wall Street Journal at the advice of its public relations advisors to establish itself separately from Walgreens, reports Erin Griffith of The New York Times.
Holmes claims she got to review WSJ op-ed
By Aaron Couch Senior Editor, Heat Vision For Ed Brubaker, disappearing into the 1980s world of Reckless has been a much-needed escape during the pandemic. The acclaimed writer and his longtime ...
Ed Brubaker and His ‘Reckless’ Journey: Winter Soldier Co-Creator Talks Pulp Heroes and His Marvel Years
There are more good books written about baseball than any other American team sport—and that’s not just because baseball has been around the longest. “This ain’t a football game,” manager Earl Weaver ...
The 100 Best Baseball Books Ever Written
He wrote not for white or middle-class audiences, but for the strivers, hustlers and quiet sufferers whose struggles he sought to capture in searing works.
Ed Bullins, Leading Playwright of the Black Arts Movement, Dies at 86
A Criterion essay reveals just how bad the tension between director Roman Polanski and actor John Cassavetes got while filming the 1968 movie Rosemary's Baby.
The Behind-The-Scenes Drama On Rosemary's Baby That Almost Got Violent
Showrunner David Schulner opened up about what's next for Leyla and Bloom, Iggy in his sticky situation, and Reynolds with the pregnancy bombshell.
New Amsterdam Boss Talks The Aftermath Of Bloom And Leyla's Confrontation And More Relationship Fallout In Season 4
When Steven Spielberg asked Kushner, America’s most important living playwright, to take on ‘West Side Story,’ he thought, ‘He’s lost his mind.’ But he dared.
Tony Kushner, Oracle of the Upper West Side
We’ve been reading about the Irish writer Sally Rooney who’s been making ... Now, apparently, somebody got it all wrong. Now she says that she has no objection to Hebrew, only Israel.
Writer Sally Rooney – anti-Semite of the month
It’s the question fans have been asking ever since it was revealed that the classic animated show would make the leap to live action: is Ed in the Cowboy Bebop Netflix series? One of the main ...
Is Ed in the Cowboy Bebop Netflix series?
Ten years ago, the New York Times embarked on an experiment to incorporate short documentary films into its opinion section and quickly established itself as an alternative to HBO Documentary ...
How the NY Times Built Its Op-Docs Series Into an Awards Pipeline for Nonfiction Films
Critical as the legal win is, it is also an admission that the fatal shooting of a Black man by white men determined to see him as a threat should never have happened at all.
Op-Ed: The non-victory victory in the Ahmaud Arbery case
Ed Markey of Massachusetts ... "After the Brett Kavanaugh fight is when I first got introduced to [Mystal], because like so many people, after Brett Kavanaugh, we were all looking around and ...
Democrats' court-packing push driven by left-wing writer who called for '10 new justices'
The writer, a former head of the Number 10 Policy ... and appealed to his constituents for sympathy, he would surely have got it. Instead he upped the ante, claiming to be the victim of a system ...
Paterson saga reveals the flaw in the Johnson government
As the writer-director ... so he knew I wasn’t fooling. Ed said, 'The weirder, the better,' and I said 'I’ve got something for you.' You say the weirder, the better – how much of what ...
Red Notice director talks spoilers, sequel setups, and seeing a new side to Gal Gadot
Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed by the participants in this chatlog are not the views of Anime News Network. Spoiler Warning for discussion of the series ahead. Me, I'm a longtime fan of ...
The Ghost of Digimon Future
I say this as a long-ago science writer for a crisis-management firm that represented ... But a lot of people, mostly lawyers, got rich with lawsuits against the Marlboro men and women. Future ...
OP-ED: A name change can't fix what's broken at Facebook
Your writer laments a gulf between activists and ... In 2005, Oliver Sacks co-authored an op-ed in the Times warning that a novel flu virus could cause a shadow pandemic of neurological ...
The Mail
3 Alabama Holds on to Beat Huge Underdog LSU, 20-14 By JOHN ZENOR, AP Sports Writer TUSCALOOSA ... and lame-duck coach Ed Orgeron didn't act like 29.5-point underdogs, which they were according ...
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